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ABSTRACT: For the development of Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) and Autonomous Driving, cost efficient virtual methods to understand the vehicle behavior within a complex environment are needed. These methods require an easily configurable virtual world as well as realistic illumination, reflection and
weather conditions. Further the connectivity to existing ADAS development toolchains is significant for the
success of these methods. To face these challenges, the paper presents an approach that uses technology of real-time computer graphics originally developed for computer games in combination with the execution of
ADAS simulation systems. To highlight the value of this alternative approach, driving scenarios for snowy
and rainy weather conditions are presented. Further simulation of ultrasonic sensors for testing parallel parking assist functions and the setup of a virtual development environment for a lane keeping assist are shown.

1 INTRODUCTION
The development of ADAS leading to autonomous
vehicles is proceeding rapidly. By sensor fusion of
vehicle data with vehicle surrounding data a complete and actual environmental model for the systems is provided to realize more and more functions
intervening in the driving of vehicles, avoiding dangers and freeing drivers from tedious tasks. When in
September 2013 a Mercedes-Benz S 500 INTELLIGENT DRIVE from the Daimler AG drove 100 km
from Mannheim to Pforzheim fully automated, the
control algorithms have to manage 3 major cities, 23
towns, 18 traffic circles and 155 traffic light crossings on the route. Among systems targeting highly
automated driving (VDA 2015) there are also driver
assistance systems, such as traffic sign recognition
or lane keeping assist (Fu & Huang 2010, Gunia &
Schüling 2011). Due to the complexity of the multitude of possible scenarios the requirements for development and test methods are vastly increasing.
Besides typical time and cost issues there are several other aspects that favor the usage of virtual development methods. Testing of system behavior in
life-endangering situations, repeatability of maneuvers and what-if analysis are just some of the major
advantages development methods based on simulating the real world in comparison with development
purely based on measurement data derived from
field tests.

Simulations of the environment in common ECU
vehicle simulations e.g. in the field of vehicle dynamics and drivetrain are based on tire-road-contact,
external forces and driver input. For interaction with
the vehicle’s full surrounding, a complex environmental model – a complete virtual world – is needed.
Most often the capabilities of established simulation approaches are exceeded. In modern vehicles,
cameras and other sensors based on time-of-flight
technology gather information of the surrounding
environment. In this process, position and motion
coordinates, color information of the road and infrastructure, obstacles and other traffic are measured
and interpreted. The more accurate the measurement
is, the closer the results of interpretation will be to
the real world. For high simulation accuracy, elemental geometrical and optical details, as well as object visibility considering sensor physics and interferences are important. Thus idealization and
simplification for virtual testing in real-time are not
an adequate option anymore.
In this paper an approach that uses technology of
real-time computer graphics originally developed for
computer games is presented. The solution is evaluated for typical ADAS and autonomous vehicle development use-cases regarding feasibility and economic efficiency.
The most basic requirements are summarized in
section 2. Details about the transition from pure
computer graphics to technical simulation can be
found in section 3. Section 4 describes the integra-

tion of the presented solution into vehicle simulation
tool chains based on two typical use-cases and section 5 summarizes the results of the paper.
2 REQUIREMENTS
In this section typical but important and challenging
requirements concerning environmental modeling in
the field of ADAS development are described.
2.1 Configurable Virtual World
Control algorithms in the field of ADAS and automated driving become more and more intelligent.
Early applications were Adaptive Cruise Control
with idealized radar sensors (Reif 2010), lane detection on a camera Hardware-in-the-Loop test bench
(Gunia & Schüling 2011) or development of a park
assistance system based on ultrasonic sensors (Jeong
et al. 2010). The environmental model was rigid and
characterized by technical objects. This was an acceptable accuracy for the systems being tested due to
their relatively simple logic.
Contrary to this, a human driver uses a lot more
information. He can e.g. predict the intention of a
pedestrian by its viewing direction, facial expression
and moving behavior. Control algorithms for autonomous vehicles are adopting these skills e.g. for interaction with unprotected traffic participants. This
implies that a lot of details should be part of the surrounding model. Animation of traffic participants
should be possible to fulfill this requirement with
minimum effort in scenario generation.
2.2 Realistic illumination, reflection and weather
conditions
As long as human drivers are steering vehicles, they
rely on good sight and road illumination at night.
The different sensors that are used also rely on information they gather from their surroundings.
Therefore it is crucial that all inputs for sensors are
as realistic as required. Light, reflection but also
sight impairment caused by different weather conditions such as rain or snow have to be included in the
environmental modeling approach. Also the brightness of variable message signs, which is dependent
on the viewing angle, should be simulated to reduce
their time span of visibility as they are passed.
2.3 System connectivity and modularity
Different development tools and approaches are
available for virtual ADAS development. Each one
of them contributes its specific features to the overall development toolchain. Similar to ADAS and
functions that are connected in the vehicle these
tools must also exchange data in a synchronized

way. Therefore the environmental model should
provide standardized interfaces and should be able to
receive and send information from and to other systems.
Control algorithms are using sensor signals. Due
to different development stages and scenarios at
OEM and Tier-One companies the sensors can be
part of the overall simulation approach or are integrated as HiL components. Thus the system architecture of an environmental model should support all
different scenarios. Particularly regarding sensor and
control algorithm information the design should be
as modular as possible.
3 SURROUNDING MODEL TECHNOLOGY
Computer games process user inputs and draw images on screens in short intervals to allow interaction
of the player with a virtual world. Instead of sending
the images to a monitor, the data of a virtual vehicle
camera in a traffic scene can be used as input for a
control unit. Real-time computer graphics use numerous techniques, which have been optimized over
decades, to achieve one goal: photo realistic rendering with high image rate. Therefore, only effects
which have a direct impact on any visible pixel are
considered for the rendering process. The sample
space finally is a RGB-tuple for every pixel per time
step. The more important elements are the background calculations which are essential for the image quality and level of correlation to reality. The intermediate rendering processes must be radically
modified to emulate physical behavior which is different for every kind of sensor. Additionally they
provide information which is directly used for technical simulations. The approach presented in this
paper is based on the game development platform
Unity (Unity Technologies 2016).
3.1 Surface shading
Visible images originate from propagation of light
and spectral reflection on surfaces. The various
kinds of reflections defined by material parameters
are calculated by shaders. Shaders are programs that
describe the characteristics of either a vertex or a
pixel for a desired appearance. These rendering effects are calculated on the GPU providing high performance and a high degree of flexibility (Randima,
& Kilgard 2003). Therefore it is possible to model
several physical effects, which are disregarded in
most computer games in favor of appealing
graphics. According to the required model accuracy,
objects and surfaces are defined by varied detail of
meshes, surface mapping, or pre-rendered textures.
To solve conflicting performance and accuracy demands, these methods are switched automatically
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ng simulatioon based onn view disttance and oother
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meters (Uniity Technollogies 2016)).
3.2 Fluids
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A fluid can be simulated using shad
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conssiderable sizze of surface like a wett spot on a rroad
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w
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mportant feaature
is prrecipitation,, like rain fall or a clloud of leav
aves.
Thesse are thouusands of sm
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domly spread objects with
w similar movement pattern. Particle syystems from
m game en
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simu
ulation of thhese effects. The particcles can be any
size and shape, thus differeent kind of snowflakes,
s
, for
exam
mple, can bbe configurred and useed in a wiinter
scen
ne. Existing configurattions of weeather elemeents
from
m games aree optimized for human
n perceptionn includiing motion blur and othher secondaary effects.

Figurre 2. Virtual ttest scene - driving
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Figures 1 annd 2 show typical virttual test sceenes
a challennged
wherre automatted driving systems are
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h different w
weather and ambient co
onditions. Siince
motiion of partiicles affectss all kinds of sensors and
cameeras differeently, the particle
p
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m
acccording forr each of th
hem. The paarticles fail to be reealistic if thhey are too close
c
to a viirtual caamera, especially after a collision with the wiindshielld or the seensor. This is why noisse emulatioon is
used
d for modellling of the pollution.
p

3.3 Complete toolchain
on, but theree is a
Preecipitation is one kind of animatio
lot more motiion in the vvehicle’s surrounding. Besidees the obvio
ous proper m
motion of th
he vehicle, there
are traffic parrticipants, iinfrastructu
ure, branchees of
treees waving in
n the wind,, and much more that might
m
affeect the algo
orithms inteerpreting the situation. This
rep
presents a paarticular advvantage wh
hen using a game
g
eng
gine: Motio
on of ductille surfaces like clothinng of
ped
destrians, branches and
nd leaves arre supporteed by
deffault. Objecct oriented design allo
ows to addd any
num
mber of objects to one scene and to
t let them interi
act. Finally thee visualizatition of instrruments for driver assistance, characterisstic values and simullation
data is essentiaal for interppretation of developmennt resultts. Figure 3 shows a typ
ypical setup for validation of
a parallel parking system..

Figu
ure 3. Urban parallel
p
parkinng scenario.
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Tod
day's driverr assistancee systems are
a mostly integraated into the vehicle ccontrol systtems via cloosedloo
op. This is why
w simulattion of thesse systems needs
n
a complete
c
veehicle modeel. Existing vehicle models
are based on common simulation
n platforms like
mulink. Nevertheless the vehicle must intteract
Sim
witth the surrroundings simulated with com
mputer
graaphics. Therrefore the ssurrounding
g model is conneccted to exissting simulaation platfo
orms in ordder to
pro
ovide a com
mplete virttual develo
opment envvironmen
nt. Vehicle and trafficc simulation
n deliver prrecise
resu
ults of veh
hicle motioon. Secondaary motionn pattern
ns, like spin
nning wheells and walk cycles of pedestriaans, are calcculated by the animatiion of the game
g
eng
gine.
Figure
F
4 illu
ustrates a ccommon sysstem setup. UDP
and
d TCP/IP network connnections arre used for connecction and synchronizat
ation. Via its
i synchronnized
data exchangee the animaation can be
b connecteed to
MiL
L, SiL or HiL
H systemss for develo
opment andd testing
g of control unit algoriithms. The connection with
oth
her simulation systemss such as DYNA4
D
(T
TESIS
DY
YNAware 20
016) is reallized by com
mmon interrfaces

like Simulink s--functions, FMI or XM
ML. When cconYNA4 scenaario setup, open-drive
o
rroad
necteed with DY
defin
nitions and automatic terrain gen
neration cann be
utilizzed. The ovverall system providess different ppossibiliities for AD
DAS and auutonomous vehicle virrtual
deveelopment annd can be enhanced
e
for
f future cchallenges as well.

e.g. for use-cases like drivving in the night and blindb
ing
g effect of heeadlights froom oncoming vehicless.

Figurre 4. Overall system

4.1 Applicationn example: parallel
p
parrking assistt
Undeer specific conditionss it has been possiblee to
simu
ulate a Timee-of-Flight sensor on th
he GPU byy using a special virrtual cameraa together with
w an adappted
shad
der (Hafner 2015). Thee approach allows the use
of co
ommon harrdware withhout the loss of real-ttime
capaability. The animationn is part off the compplete
mod
deling approoach and syynchronizes simulated ssensor data
d with thhe rest of thhe overall model.
m
The significcant featuress and effectts of ultrason
nic sensors can
successfully bee reproduced in virtual tests and the
new economic efficiency method fillls the gap betweeen common serially solved modell equations and
costlly methods like ray-traacing (Hafn
ner 2015). F
FigPUure 5 shows the renderred depth by the GP
supp
ported shadeer technoloogy. Due to the promissing
resullts the appproach will be transfo
ormed to oother
senso
or physics llike radar or
o laser scan
nners in thee future.

Figu
ure 6. Visual input for lanne keeping assist
a
with diffferent
weaather condition
ns

Since the environment
e
tal simulatiion is also capac
ble of sending
g informatioon back to the overall simus
latiion model, the
t virtual ccamera now
w provides visual
v
info
ormation fo
or a lane keeeping assistant control algorith
hm develop
ped in Maatlab Simu
ulink (Gerkke &
Rog
ggero 2015
5). Raw datta from thee virtual caamera
mo
ounted at thee roof of thhe vehicle (ffigure 6) is used
as input
i
into th
he object de
detection alg
gorithm. Thhe animaation is also
o used to vissualize the overall
o
resuults of
the approach (figure 66, red surfface). Diffferent
weaather condiitions – wiith and witthout rain – are
sim
mulated. Thee detected ttraffic lane objects aree further processed by statiistical metthods and then
ouped by reectangles (ffigure 7). From
F
this infori
gro
mattion the fin
nal traffic llane inform
mation is deerived
(fig
gure 8).

Figurre 5. Renderedd depth by GPU-supported
G
d shader for uultrasonic sensor.

4.2 Applicationn example: lane keepin
ng assist
A co
ommon appproach to teest optical control
c
devvices
is a HiL test beench wheree virtual sceenarios are displayed on a scrreen. The diisplay is ussed as inputt for
the optical
o
ECU
U. This apprroach has so
ome limitatiions

Figu
ure 7. Processing of raw iimage data with
w (right sidee) and
with
hout rain (left side)

The
T traffic lane inform
mation is then used as input
into
o the lane keeping
k
conntrol algoriithm. As caan be
seeen the overrall methodd provides reliable reesults
witth plausible correlationn to the virtu
ual world. Using
U

the environmenntal model without raain producees a
a
quitee smooth innput for thhe control algorithm.
The
singlle lanes cann clearly bee recognized. Adding rain
as an
n interferingg element too the scene challengess the
processing of thhe raw imagge (figure 7,
7 ride side) but
still produces reeliable inforrmation forr the controll algoritthm (figure 8, lower paart).

Figurre 8. Final traaffic lane infoormation with
h (lower part)) and
witho
out rain (upperr part)

5 CONCLUSIO
C
ONS
The
T usage of a game enngine for reealizing an advancced environm
mental moddel is not a trivial endeeavor, because
b
most methods are made for
f human pperceptiion and nnot for teechnical siimulation. By
adap
pting them to physical laws
l
and specific peculliarities of computter vision, a powerful and promissing
tool is available. The oppen system is extendaable
e
to opeerate
while having a user interfaace that is easy
and to
t configuree at any tim
me. Interfacees are desiggned
acco
ording to esttablished sttandards wh
hich allow iintegratiion into exissting toolchhains. It is possible
p
to bbenefit from
f
the lattest technicaal innovatio
ons for compputer games
g
whille having an econom
mical efficcient
soluttion that runns on mid-ppriced PC sy
ystems withh no
addittional harddware requiirements. In
n consequeence
using
g the solutioon within thhe field of developing
d
and
testin
ng ADAS aand autonom
mous vehiclles is a reassonable and valuabble alternativve to curren
nt test setupss.
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